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  On the tour of the hop fields, we first visited an organic field.  I think the first thing I noticed
while we were there was the sheer number of bugs flying around.  After visiting the non-organic
fields, the number of bugs present at the first field was even more pronounced.  I hate to say it
but the sprays used to keep pests at bay really make a difference.  They have been looking into
water spray/irrigation systems from above which help cut down pests as well.  We didn't spend
too long at this field but were told that instead of the normal harvests of a couple thousand
pounds per acre, these fields were getting as low as 400 lb/acre.  That kind of a sacrifice in yield
is tremendous and very difficult to maintain a profit on.  New Zealand is lucky not to have the
pests that we do here!  Hence that is where most of the organic hops of the world come from.   

      

     

  Next we'll discuss the harvesting. So, hops are typically grown up a trellis, with four main vines
heading up from the crown. They will climb up 18 feet and produce the most and best hops up
at the top. To harvest them, first a machine works its way through the field cutting them off at
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the bottom. Think of a truck with chainsaws sticking out from the front bumper.   

  

  Once the chords and vines are hanging only from the top, the second team moves into place. 
First there is a &quot;pickup truck&quot; with a very wide bed with high walls (10-12 feet).  Right
behind it is a second harvester truck comes through, this time with &quot;chainsaws&quot;
sticking out of a lift on the top.  The pickup truck begins driving through the field (driving
basically into the vines so that they move over the top of the truck) with the harvester right
behind it such that as the harvester cuts the vines at the top, they fall and lay down into the bed
of the pickup truck.  The vines start to pile up very quickly.   

    

     

  We toured two hop processing facilities (one medium sized and one large).  They were pretty
much the same between the two so I will describe the basic process.  The trucks with the hops
in the back drive up to the harvesting facility.  People then get on top of the trucks and start
attaching the vines to karabiners which carry the vines up a good 50 feet so they are hanging in
the air.    
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           They then slowly move towards the processing machine which is best described as a&quot;vertical food-processing chainsaw.&quot;  The hops and leaves are stripped off of thehanging vines and fall through an array of sharp teeth and claws.        

           I think some additional stripping off of &quot;vine arms&quot; happens down below, but trustme, with everything flying around, whirring, and tearing, the last thing you want to do is leanover to see something.  They said that people regularly lose fingers, hands, arms, and anythingelse dangly in there.  Keep them in mind the next time you have a beer.       So, the machine then starts moving the hops, leaves, and stems through a series of belts andshakers aimed at ending up with just cones leaving the facility on a conveyor belt.  These beltscarry the hops off to the drying facility where they are heated up in massive beds for severalhours.        
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       Talk about steamy and grassy, these rooms were like a sauna for hops.  Over hours, the hopswould reach temperatures of 140-150F and dry out.  Once they reached the desired moisturecontent, they would be taken to a facility to cool, typically for 24 hours.        
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       This step is important for helping reduce the incidence of spontaneous combustion.  Once thehops had cooled down, they would be loaded up into the baler which would drop in a hundredpounds of hops into a bale, pack it down, drop another hundred pounds in and pack it downonce more.  Then two workers would seam up the bale and get it ready to be sent off.       
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       Overall, an amazing process and a lot of effort spent bringing hops in so that we can makebeer.  Talking with one of the farmer I learned that this last year was the first year in 15 yearsthat they had made a profit on their hop fields.  Keep these guys in mind when you cringe aboutspending $3 an ounce.  While the prices will come down, it needs to be a price that can sustainour growers.  That won't be anywhere near what it previously was.       I think the other thing that blows my mind when thinking about the hop harvesting process isthat this is just one of the four ingredients of beer.  Malting in another complicated process, alldesigned to deliver fermentables to our beer and yeast management is another area where wecould spend a day talking about the complexities of propagation.  Even water has its ownintrigues.  Then I think of wine making.  Sure, they put a bunch of effort into growing theirgrapes, but these farmers put just as much into their hops.  Harvest grapes is much simplerthan hops and then after you've harvested, you are pretty much set to make wine.        So then next time that you brew a beer, take a second to think of all of the people andprocesses needed to bring you the ingredients you have to make your perfect glass of beer. There is a lot of thought and sweat that went into it, even before you got there!     
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